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Study anywhere, anytime and master veterinary anatomy with Saunders Veterinary Anatomy Flash

Cards. Included in this set of 360 flash cards are approximately 400 full-color illustrations. The front

of the card shows the anatomical drawing with numbered lead lines pointing to different anatomic

structures, allowing you to quiz yourself on identification. The numeric answer key on the back of

the card provides an easy comprehension check."Portable" learning makes these the perfect tool for

studying on the go. Indexed by body system for fast, easy reference. 400 high quality and

anatomically correct illustrations make it easy to learn the features of each anatomical region.

Species-specific icons on the front of the card allows for reorganization by animal. Comprehensive

veterinary anatomy coverage provides the best, most effective review available. Part of

Elsevierâ€™s complete veterinary anatomy learning system, integrating core anatomy knowledge,

engaging review, hands-on practice, and clinical application to give you a solid foundation for

success!
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These are ok, but not as good as I expected. The drawings and photos on the cards come out of

Dissection of The Dog (Evans/Delahunta), Miller's Anatomy of the Dog, and Textbook of Veterinary

Anatomy (Dyce). Each card has several anatomical features numbered, with the answers on the

back. The cards are full-color, and the printing is good. 80% or so are based on canine anatomy; the

other 20% are horse, bird, cat, pig, cow.Where I feel these flashcards fall short:1) Because there are



several items labelled on each card, once you look at the back, you see the rest of the answers. I

expected only one item per card so I could use them as true flashcards. The way these are setup,

they are no better than using the pages out of the textbook to quiz yourself.2) The durability of the

cards is poor. They are on lighter stock than I would have expected, and they are not coated. As a

result, the corners bend very easily.3) The box they come in is slightly too small to hold all of them.

As a result, the box corner seams were split on arrival. The undersized box also makes it a very

tight fit to get the cards in and out easily.Overall:These could have been a good tool, but it doesn't

seem like much thought went in to putting them together. If you already have Dissection of the Dog

or Anatomy of the Dog, I wouldn't recommend getting these cards.

THis product was less than what I thought it would be for the course I am using it for. I am a 1st year

Vet student and thought these cards would be very helpful. But they do not include attachments

(which are a huge part of our tests and learning) and they are basically just the pics from the book

on a smaller card. that's all. the organization of the cards is also confusing if your class does not go

by specific regions. i.e the muscles-there's no set for the muscles, they are all spread throughout

the different sections

I am currently a Veterinary Technology student and I bought these flash cards to help me study.

They are super helpful and cover many species, equine, canine, feline, porcine, bovine and avian.

The cards all have color pictures with numbered points to guess the names of. Something really

nice about these cards is that they will show the same area from multiple views and they even

include x-ray views of many joints. If you are a visual learner like I am, I would recommend to

purchase these cards with Saunders Veterinary Anatomy Coloring Book as the pictures in the

coloring books match the pictures on the cards.

These flash cards were absolutely fabulous, they just were not helpful in my particular course of

school work. They are of great quality, easy to read, and divided into specific categories which is

extremely helpful. The cards got into specifics that were not required in the anatomy course I took,

and did not cover a lot of the more general items that I was required to learn. If you are taking an

anatomy course that requires you to learn very specific muscles/nerves/etc then these will be a

great help to you!

m vet in Brazil and Im trying to be a vet in USA but when I discovered that I had to learn anatomy



again I got in panic. The names sometimes are totally different and it is impossible be a vet and dont

know the nome of the organs, vessels, nerves...So I purchase the cards and the book. know Im

learning fast. The cards are divided for sessions like head and ventral neck, abdomen... and you

can study in the book and practice with the cards. Really good!!!

The flash cards arrived really fast-faster than i expected at least- and they were great!detailed,well

organised and i definitely recommend them!the only thing that upset me is that the box was a bit

damaged but the cards were in perfect condition,so who cares?

I love them. I take them everywhere I go so that I can look at them and recite what is on the cards. It

has made learning anatomy so much easier. Great for anyone in the Veterinary field to quiz

themselves.

These flash cards are great to learn animal anatomy and review. They are comprehensive, easy to

use and travel with. I will also use them for client education. Thanks for a great product.
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